REVIEW

Primacoustic
London 12 kit
Acoustic treatment on a budget DAVID KENNEDY tests a recording studio in a box
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hilst I was delighted at the dividends
my speaker and room correction
software were paying in terms of greater
intelligibility and better translation, I was
keenly aware of just how lively my small room was.
Some sort of acoustic treatment was needed. Of the
various manufacturers I was more inclined toward
those that publish acoustic test results of a recognised
standard (ISO 354 or ASTM C423). So I confidently
filled out Primacoustic’s reasonably detailed room
analysis form, and enquired as to which of their
modestly priced products could help me achieve the
feted 0.2 second reverberation time I understood a
control room ought to have. Patient acoustician Jay
Porter gently managed my expectations downward, by
suggesting I shouldn’t be trying to hit specific targets.
What I was ‘striving to achieve with a simple room
kit is an exercise in futility,’ he told me, ‘the object
of the room kits is to get a room under control and
make it easier to work in.’ Their London 12 room kit
is intended to provide minimal control in a twelve foot
long room, and seemed an appropriate starting point.
Design: most Primacoustic products are derived
from their relatively simple Broadway acoustic panels.
Made of high density (100 kg/m3) glass wool to
25, 50 and 75mm depths, it’s square or bevelled
edges are hardened with resin and the whole thing
is encapsulated in a micromesh to stop fibres from
escaping. The panels come covered in black, beige or
grey fabric and there is a white paintable option too,
which is what I went for. The London 12 kit consists of
a couple of 50mm corner bass trap panels, eight 50mm
column panels to control primary reflections and a
dozen 25mm scatter blocks intended to introduce a
little diffusion. This particular assortment of absorbers
lends itself to a live-end and dead-end setup, although
there is plenty of alternative objective advice based on
the room’s intended role on the Primacoustic website
(and it need not apply only to their products).
At his request I sent Jay a photo and a rough floor
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plan of the room with dimensions so he could suggest
the best placement for the panels given my usage
requirements, and he duly sent me a couple of CAD
renderings of the room with panels in place. Their
exact placement was not deemed critical, as a pair of
French doors entirely encompass a primary reflection
zone (lovely in summer though). Although they
would only cover approximately 20% of the total wall
surface area there wasn’t a whole lot of wall space at
ear height to be left uncovered once the panels were
in place.
Installation: the panels are “semi-permanently”
mounted onto surface impaling clips and having
duly drilled well over a hundred holes for the 36
clips I thought it probably as good a time as any to
decorate the room. Precise positioning of the clips is
not necessary which is handy for avoiding cables
or for fixing to studs in partition walls. With the
clips screwed to the repainted walls, the panels were
mounted by bringing their backs into contact with the
impaler tips and applying moderate pressure. They
grumpily slide down onto the impalers, sinking about
25mm below where they started. A blob of adhesive
could be applied to the impaler tips for a more secure
mount and is certainly something to consider with
the 25mm deep scatter blocks, which don’t feel like
they would stand up to much interference or passing
traffic. Other than gluing panels to the wall, it’s hard
to think of a simpler installation procedure using a
hardware fixing. That said, it’s an imprecise technique
and exactly where the panels end up is a bit random
though you can nudge them a few millimetres if their
alignment is off. The first few were anxiously put up
but we were flying by the time we got to corner bass
traps and here I must credit the tailor who did the
impaling as her Savile Row “rock of eye” bested the
laser level. And I must credit myself for not measuring
up accurately enough and so losing a couple of wall
lights to the bass traps too.
In use: as each panel went up we could reassuringly
resolution

hear the room deadening incrementally.
Once they were all up the room was still
lively but considerably tamed and the
differential between the live-end and
dead-end was decidedly more marked
than I had imagined it might be in such
a small space. The panels have been up
for a fortnight now and what stands out
to me most is the marked increase in
clarity. Also spatial locations, laterally
and in depth, are more clearly defined.
I find I am making faster decisions
and so it is simply easier to work in
this environment now. I’ve had a few
long-form TV jobs translate without
a single substantial issue: sure, there
were subtle elements I tweaked, but
there were no big surprises, nothing
was fundamentally “wrong”.
Measuring the room’s frequency response I was
hoping to see the ghastly 6dB low-mid massif on the plot
completely disappear
but regrettably it
was largely still there
although it had had
up to 3dB knocked
off it here and there.
Peaks had also been
attenuated by about
Before acoustic treatment
3dB right up through
the mids too. However,
these are just informal
observations really:
I don’t want to claim
this as an empirical
measure of the kit’s
efficacy as I am
After acoustic treatment
unable to measure the
reduction in RT. Anecdotally, I can say that I have crept
up the monitor gain a fair few dB and I presume that is
to compensate for the now attenuated non-direct sound
that previously used to bounce about the room.
I never had any expectation that a small room
could be a perfect monitoring environment, but mine
is tremendously enhanced and I have found it a very
rewarding task getting it to this point. As part of
an on-going process of improvement, a London kit
provides a good starting point, but as I get used to the
new sound I’m starting to think about how it could be
further improved: identifying the next most prominent
flaw and fixes for it. The basic Primacoustic London 12
kit is £670 inc VAT and is principally aimed at rooms
about 12’ long. n

PROS

As a starting point for acoustically treating
a room, the Primacoustic kits provide
a balanced set of effective broadband
absorbers, bass traps and diffusion panels.
Free personalised installation advice is well
worth taking advantage of.

CONS

Impaling the panels and positioning them
on their clips is an inexact process!

EXTRAS

There are London 8, 10 and 16 kits, matching
ceiling treatments and more substantial bass
traps amongst a variety of other acoustic
products. The recently announced Element
hexagonal absorber will offer further
aesthetic and easier mounting options,
allowing panels to be installed in clusters.
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